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Much Anticipated SAG-AFTRA Feature Film, Koko, by Filmmaker, Anjani
Pandey, Announces its Release Soon
This is ready to go viral! With fascinating subject matter and what some will call
impressive work, this movie is about a guy who wants to marry his dog.
Clearwater, FL (September 9, 2020) - Filmmaker, and LinktoXPERT Vendor, Anjani
Pandey is proud to announce the upcoming release of this interesting story about Randy,
the young financial expert and his canine named Koko. Never before has a movie told a
love story about a man and dog and matrimony. Koko captures the mixed emotions
from those around them. While some stand beside Randy and his decision; not everyone
is celebrating.
The screenplay of this feature film has been in festivals and awards circles, earning
accolades and recognition in about half-a-dozen of them including Best Screenplay at
United States Film Festival, 2019. The final feature film has been recently officially
selected into 15th CENFLO/Central Florida Film Festival, 2021.
It is directed and produced by Anjani Pandey. The screenplay is written by J. Scott
Vajner. While there are too many to name, some of the talented cast and crew members include Anthony
Esposito, Dulaney Sundin, Rachel Willis, Travis Chase, Celia Isla, Sean Collins, Andrew Kranz, John
Parsonson, Nautic Von Horn.
While same-sex marriages have become widely accepted and validated, Koko takes the human-canine bond a
step further. A man loving his dog is one thing, but trying to marry her, brings varied emotions and responses.
Watch a quick preview here.
Anjani Pandey, a Florida-based director and producer is credited for the creativity and logistics of this
extraordinary story. He affirms that the film is all set to release and would like to see it reach wider audiences,
worldwide. Today Anjani is reaching LinktoEXPERT’s tens of thousands of Executives, Entrepreneurs,
Experts and the Media. You can find Anjani on the LinktoEXPERT Collaborative Cloud Community Vendor
Directory.
LinktoEXPERT – Imagine being known as the authority in your field. Together we elevate you to celebrity
status by magnifying your message, amplifying your brand which makes you a media magnet. Results you and
your expertise are seen, heard and known worldwide.

